Continuing arguments presented [1] or announced [2] [3] here, zero-divisor (ZD) foundations for "scale-free" networks are "decentralized": cowbird's nests, one "exploded" from each box-kite, house copies of the (ZD-free) Octonions -the recursive basis for all ZD ensembles, making nests potential waystations for alien-ensemble "infiltrators." ZD "representations" of Catastrophe Theory unfoldings engulf Jean Petitot's modeling agenda, consolidating separate analyses of Greimas's Semiotic Square [4] and Lévi-Strauss's Canonical Law of Myths [5] in a unified "Semantic Webology." All of which is enabled by switching focus from the octahedral box-kite's triangular Sails, to its square Catamarans and their box-kite-switching "twist products."
From Box-Kites to Brocades via Catamaran "Twists"
This work had its beginnings in [6] , where an abstract result of Guillermo Moreno [7] was employed to explicitly delineate the ZD structure of the 16-D Sedenions. These "hypercomplex" numbers are reached via the Cayley-Dickson Process (CDP), a dimension-doubling algorithm which begins it induction with the linear counting order of Real Numbers; moves to the angular cyclings of the Complex Plane where "wave theory" finds its mathematical legs; generates the noncommuting Quaternion 4-space which gave us "vector mechanics" as a spinoff; then uncorks the 8-D nonassociative Octonions beloved by string-theorists: all so many waystations en route to the "pathology" of zero-divisors, found in all 2 N -ions, N ≥ 4.
The key to the early results was found in simplifying CDP itself, reducing it to an NKS-friendly set of two bit-twiddling rules, derived from exploiting one convention. The Quaternions' imaginary units can be subscripted 1, 2, 3 two different ways (depending upon which order of multiplication of two of them yields a positively signed instance of the third). The Octonions' 7 non-real units, though, can be indexed in 480 distinct ways, perhaps a dozen of which are in actual use among various specialists. The Sedenions' indexing schemes number in the billions. Yet only one kind of scheme can work for all 2 N -ions: first, index their units with the integers 1 through 2 N − 1; then, assume the index of a unit produced by multiplying two other (differently indexed) units is the XOR of their indices. (If indices are the same, their 0 XOR means their product is Real.)
Note down only the indices, suppressing the usual tedium of writing a lowercase i with a hard-to-read subscript, and list XOR sets in parenthesized triplets, with the first two units ordered so that their product, in the third slot, has positive sign. By such cyclical positive ordering (CPO), the two possible Quaternion multiplication rules reduce to one: (1, 2, 3). And, the 480 Octonion rule-sets collapse to one set of 7 CPO triplets -trips for short -corresponding precisely and only to the 7 associative triplets in this otherwise nonassociative number space: (1, 2, 3); (1, 4, 5) ; (1, 7, 6) ; (2, 4, 6) ; (2, 5, 7) ; (3, 4, 7) ; (3, 6, 5) . (All trips remain associative triplets in all higher 2 N -ions. And, with the index-0 Real unit appended to the set, each is also a true copy of the Quaternions.)
The next crucial step is to understand, with a minimum of apparatus, how and why some trips thus derived are not in counting order. One assumes, as standard CDP does, that the 2 N − 1 units of a given set of 2 N -ions can be multiplied on the right by a new unit whose index exceeds all theirs, the generator -henceforth dubbed the G of the 2 N+1 -ions -to yield resultant units with new and higher indices, all with positive sign. G is just the unique unit of index 2 N , and for each unit with index L < G, the CPO trip can be written like this: (L, G, G + L). (Note that the product's index is identical to G ⊻ L, since G, by definition, can be represented by a bit to the left of any L's bitstring expression.) This is "Rule 1." It completely explains the indexing of the Quaternions: if the usual imaginary unit has index 1, then G= 2 and Rule 1 yields (1, 2, 3). For the Octonions, however, we inherit (by a trivial mechanism we might call "Rule 0") the Quaternion's singleton trip, and we readily generate 3 more using Rule 1: (1, 4, 5); (2, 4, 6) ; (3, 4, 7) . But how do we get the 3 that remain? Here's where we invoke "Rule 2."
As no "Rule 2" is needed with the Quaternions, start an induction by assuming it works only on "Rule 0" trips inherited from prior CDP generations. For any such trip, hold one of its three indices fixed, then add G to each of the other two and switch their positions. For the Octonions, with only one "Rule 0" trip to manipulate, we get the needed 3 "Rule 2" trips by this tactic: fixing 1, 2, and 3 in that order in the (1, 2, 3) trip, we get (1, 3 + 4, 2 + 4); (3 + 4, 2, 1 + 4); (2 + 4, 1 + 4, 3). Cyclical rotation bringing the smallest index to the left yields the 3 extra trips written above: (1, 7, 6) ; (2, 5, 7) ; (3, 6, 5) . All applications of CDP to the standard real and imaginary units, for N as large as desired, are completely covered by these rules. Also, the total number of trips, which simple combinatorics tell us we can generate in a given set of 2 N -ions, is just (2 N − 1)(2 N − 2)/3! -hence, 1 for the Quaternions (where N = 2); 7 for the N = 3 Octonions; 35 for the Sedenions where ZDs are first in evidence; and 155 for the 32-D Pathions, where the signature of "scale-free" behavior, as evidenced in the World Wide Web's implicit "fractality" (Sir Tim Berners-Lee's term for it [8] )), is first revealed.
But to understand what happens in 32-D, we must first explain ZD's workings in the Sedenions. Moreno's abstract treatment of their interrelationship was framed in the physicist's favored language of semi-simple Lie groups: the largest "exceptional group," known as E 8 , has 240 roots which form a "loop" (the nonassociative equivalent of a "group") isomorphic to the "unit Octonions"; the automorphism group of E 8 , the smallest exceptional group, called G 2 , is homomorphic to the symmetry patterns displayed by ZDs in the Sedenions. And, since this same G 2 is also the basis of the "derivation algebra" that recursively creates (via CDP) the 2 N+1 -ions from the 2 N -ions, for all N > 4, he would argue this same homomorphism obtains for all such N. But homo-(as opposed to iso-) morphism is a rather flaccid tool for obtaining anything like concrete results. The approach taken in [6] was, once again, to use minimal assumptions and bit-twiddling rules.
Since no imaginary to any power can be 0, the simplest ZD must entail the sum or difference of a pair of imaginaries, and zero will only result from the product of at least two such pairings. Rather simple by-hand calculations quickly showed one such unit must have index L < G, and its partner have index U > G not the XOR of L with G. This meant one could pick any Octonion (7 choices) and match it with any of the 6 suitable Sedenions with index > 8, making for 42 planes or Assessors whose diagonal line-pairs would contain all and only ZDs. But these lines do not all mutually zero-divide with each other; those which do, though, can have their behavior summarized in 7 geometrically identical diagrams, the octahedral wireframe figures called box-kites. Their manner of assembly was determined by 3 simple "production rules," and some minimal conventions.
Label the 3 vertices of some triangle among the octahedral grid's 8 with the letters A, B, C, and those of the opposite face F, E, D, so that these are at opposite ends of lines through the center -AF, BE, CD -which we call struts. Assume each vertex represents a plane whose two units are indicated by the same letter, in upper or lower case depending on whether the index is greater or less than G -U and L indices respectively. Call the seventh Octonion index not found on a vertex the strut constant, henceforth S, and use it to distinguish the 7 box-kites, each of which contains but 6 of the 42 Sedenion Assessors. For any chosen S, there will be 3 pairs of Octonions forming trips with it, and the indices forming such pairs are placed on strut-opposite vertices (i.e., at ends of the same strut, not edge). Neither diagonal at one end of a strut will mutually zero-divide with either at the other: some k · (A ± a) will not yield zero when multiplied by any q · (F ± f ), k and q arbitrary real scalars. Either diagonal, however, at any Assessor, will produce zero when multiplied by exactly one of the Assessor diagonals at the other end of a shared edge. Half the edges have "[+]" edge-currents (the diagonals slope the same way, as with
. With these conventions, we can assert the production rules.
First, if diagonals at A and B mutually zero-divide, each also does so with a diagonal of C (the Assessor, oppositely signed copies of whose unit pairings embody the "zero" produced by the explicit multiplication of the A and B unitpairs): we say A and B emanate C, whence the emanation tables (ETs) we'll consider presently. Corollarily, their L-indices (a, b, c) form a trip only if their Assessors' diagonals each mutually zero-divide one of those at each of the other two. This leads to the notion of the Sail, an (algebraically closed) triad of Assessors representable by a triangle on the box-kite. As shown in [1] , there is exactly one Sail per box-kite with all three edges marked " [-] ". This is the Zigzag, so called because the 6-cycle of zero-divisions, determined by tracing its edges twice, shows an alternation of / and \ slopings among the diagonals sequentially engaged in product-forming. By convention, its Assessors are labeled A, B, and C, with (a, b, c) in CPO order, rotated so that a is the smallest integer.
Third, any Assessor belongs to 2 Sails, implying there are 4 in all, touching only at vertices, like same-colored checkerboard squares. The Trefoil L-trips are (a, d, e); (d, b, f ); (e, f , c) -with the leftmost terms not necessarily the smallest in their trios, and each derived from the Zigzag L-trip (or Z-trip) by flipping Lindices along 2 struts, holding a, b, c each fixed in turn. The remaining 4 box-kite triangles are called vents, with the face opposite the Zigzag, DEF, understood as indicated when written with a capital "V." The alternation of sails (made of colored paper maybe) with empty spaces where the wind blows, and the kite-like structural stability implied by the 3 ZD-free, orthogonal struts (made of wooden or plastic doweling, perhaps) motivates the conceit of calling these octahedral arrangements box-kites in the first place. Figure 1 : Parallel edges of Catamarans (one perpendicular to each strut in an octahedral Box-Kite) "twist" into Assessor pairs with oppositely signed edge-currents, in a Box-Kite with different "Strut Constant": BC and DE, both in Sails completed by A, have twist products with S = f ; for DB and CE, completed by F, twistings have S = a. The 5 th and 6 th (necessarily strut-opposite) Assessors in each are found by twisting (A, a) and (F, f ) with (X, S) -assumed at the center, where struts intersect -double-covering "mast" and "keel" respectively.
As the Vent (like its opposite face) has only negative edge-currents, lines joining Trefoil-based Assessors D, E, F to the Zigzag's A, B,C necessarily have positive edge-currents. (Recall that the 12 octahedral edges are allotted 6 to each type.) Previous work has almost exclusively concerned itself with the dynamics of Sails, as their algebraic closure, and capacity for recursive construction for indefinitely large N, make them exceedingly rich sources of structural information.
But the second production rule points us to where our interest will focus in what follows. It indicates that L-(or U-) indices can be swapped (with a sign flip) between Assessors sharing an edge, to yield Assessor pairs in other boxkites, having same G but different S. Hence, since (A + a) · (B − b) = 0, then so will (A + b) · (B + a). As opposite edges of the same square (one of 3 mutually orthogonal squares defining the box-kite frame) twist to the same box-kite, the product structures defined by these quandrangular Catamarans -as opposed to the triangular Sails -have an interest all their own.
To see the orderliness of the twist, a standard Catamaran presentation is needed. In the Sedenions, all box-kites are Type I: for any Zigzag Assessor Z and its Vent strut-opposite V, (z, S, v) and (Z, S,V ) are CPO. (For Type II's, two of the strut's trips have reversed orientations; when orientation is reversed along one or all Ltrips, two types of ZD-free "empty" box-kites result, to be discussed presently.) For all Type I's of any N, all 3 Catamarans share an invariant feature: the orientation of L-trip products along each edge is counterclockwise along 3 successive sides, with the fourth (with negative edge-sign) showing a clockwise reversal.
Catamarans orthogonal to struts AF, BE, CD have reversed edges DE, FD, EF, respectively, each of which belongs to a Trefoil completed by the orthogonal strut's Zigzag Assessor. Rotate their frames so that the reversed edge is on top, and shade or color such edges to specify their Catamaran. Then draw two more Catamaran boxes, to the right and just below this one. The top and bottom edges on the right display L-index and U-index twists from the starting box respectively; the left and right edges below show L and U twists from their vertical counterparts above.
Call such presentations "Royal Hunt Diagrams," after the text for the 5 th moving line of I Ching Hexagram 8, "Holding Together": "In the hunt, the king uses beaters on three sides only and foregoes game that runs off the front." Beyond the Sedenions, twists no longer always take ZD edges to ZD edges. "Type I" edges always twist to other "Type I"'s; but the "Type II" kind first found in the Pathions' 32-D either twist to other Type II's, or else to box-kite-like structures none of whose edges act as ZD pathways. Twists involving "hidden" and Type II box-kites will also show a "double twist" of another kind: the proper tracing order along the perimeter of the box being twisted to will be reversed along one of the edges receiving the twist.
Per the Roundabout Theorem of [2] , box-kites are "all or nothing" structures: either all edges support ZD-currents, or none do. These latter "hidden box-kites" (HBKs, or residents of "Hoboken") were the sources of the off-diagonal empty cells in the 2 N−1 − 2 cells-per-edge square ETs for fixed-S 2 N -ions, studied in [2] , [3] , and presented in color-coded spreadsheet-like displays in our NKS 2006 Powerpoint slideshow [9] . There, we showed what [2] and [3] proved: that, as N grew indefinitely large for fixed S, such tables' empty space approached a "fractal limit."
Note that, for N = 4, each of the 7 ETs is a 6 x 6 table, one label per each possible L-index excluding S; for N = 5, S takes all integer values less than G = 16, with edge-length in each ET being 14 (the number of indices < G, with S excluded). Subtracting out the 2 · 6 cells along long diagonals -tautologically empty, since ZDs in the same Assessor do not mutually zero-divide, nor do those of Assessors which are strut-opposites -we are left with 24 cells: two for each edge, hence one for each distinct ZD-pairing defined on it. This shows the ET is fundamentally a multiplication table, with only L-indices indicated on the row and column headers, in "nested parentheses" order (i.e., the leftmost Assessor label A is strut-opposite to the rightmost label F, and so on by mirror symmetry). This is because U-indices are forced, hence can be ignored, for given S and N.
But an easy result is that, for any Assessor, L ⊻ (G + S) = U , and from this it is easily shown that these "twist products" along an edge are associated with a box-kite whose S is the L-index of the Assessor which is the strut opposite of the third Assessor in the given edge's Sail. Hence, both (A + b) and (B + a) have S = d, since A and B are in the Sail completed by C, whose strut-opposite is D. And by the third production rule, we know the edge opposite that joining A and B also has its Sail completed by C: that is, the square formed by (A, B, E, F) and orthogonal to the strut (C, D) will have 4 of the 6 Assessors defining the boxkite with S = d residing along one set of parallel sides, while 4 of the 6 defining the S = c box-kite will reside on the parallels perpendicular to them in the same square. (Corollary: for any box-kite, each L-index is also the S of another box-kite reached by twisting.)
As there are 3 such catamarans in a box-kite, each with edges whose Sails are completed by the Assessors of a different Strut, we readily see that all 7 Sedenion box-kites can be envisioned as in fact rendered by "embroidering" just one. (The missing pairs of Assessors are derived by "twisting" the (S, G + S) ≡ (S, X) pair, imagined in the center, with each of the legitimate Assessors, yielding Assessorpairs defined along each catamaran's "mast" and "keel" (strut-halves (a, A) to (S, X), then (S, X) to (f, F), in that order, in Figure 1 .) Such a 7-in-1 representation, or brocade, is of great efficacy in high dimensions, where the box-kite count grows rapidly with N, and the types (including the "hidden" ones) are more numerous, as indicated above.
In the table below, the singleton Sedenion brocade (Pathions, with 105 boxkites of all types, have 15) is encoded by showing all possible L-indices as column heads, all possible U-indices as row labels, and the long diagonal of empty cells signifying the (S, X) non-Assessor pairs. Each cell gives S and vertex letter for all 42 Assessors specified by U-and L-indices. The Zigzag for S = 1, say, is (3, 10); (6, 15); (5, 12), with twists (b, A) = (6, 10) and (a, B) = (3, 15) yielding Assessors E and C of the S = 4 box-kite. For N > 4, seven pairs of row and column labels still fix one brocade, but indices will no longer be consecutive, and cellular information will need to indicate which of the numerous box-kites is being twisted to among those of all types with the same S -a number equal to the trip count in the 2 N−2 -ions given earlier, which surprising result was derived as a corollary of the Roundabout Theorem in [2] . In the previous work, our concern was to show that an ET's empty "spreadsheet cells" -emerging in any and all ET's for N > 4, and S > 8 and not a power of 2 -mapped to pixels in a planar fractal. In this work, catamaran twisting will let us see how these emptinesses have their own subtle structure -they in fact come in quartets of two distinct classes, exactly parallel to our Zigzags and Trefoils among Sails. More, the Zigzag-like HBKs each house their own ZD-free copy of the Octonions -and hence, the basis for the recursive CDP spawning of "parallel universes" of 2 N -ion index sets, suggesting a nonlinear kind of "superposition" among indefinite numbers of such, with untold implications for database architectures [10] , exotic physics models focused on "subquantum networking [11] ," the multi-tiered dynamics of genetic networks constraining adaptive evolution below the phenotype level [12] , and any number of still unguessed possibilities ... all of which can only begin to suggest themselves in 32-D.
2 Box-Kite "Explosions" in 32D: Two Types, Triptych Triples, 4-Fold Spandrels
Historically, a famous proof from the late 1890's by Adolf Hurwitz [13] dissuaded researchers from investigating any 2 N -ions beyond the Sedenions: once Hurwitz showed that they, and all higher hypercomplex numbers, unavoidably contained ZDs, the entire line of study was deemed "pathological" -hence, our calling those in 32-D (the smallest-N 2 N -ions to not have a name) the Pathions. But, as with their contemporary "monstrosities" of analysis, whose taming by Benoit Mandelbrot led to fractals, the Pathions in fact mark the beginning of a new agenda, at least as much as they signal the demise an older one. The work just prior to this paper shows that the connection to Mandelbrot's discoveries is not just by analogy: due to "carrybit overflow," ETs in high-N 2 N -ions, beginning with the Pathions, have surprising patterns of empty cells when S is not a power of 2, and its binary representation contains one or more bits to the left of the 4-bit.
In the Pathions, 15 L-indices < G, hence candidate S values, times 7 (the Octonion trip count) per ET, means 105 box-kites. Seven are the equivalent of those found in the Sedenions, but for the "zero-padding" of G (via left-shifting its singleton bit), and hence of X: all L-trips are identical, but U-indices at each Assessor are augmented by the difference of the old and new G values, or 8. The 7 box-kites for S = 8 (the Sedenions' G ) are Type I, but are special in other regards. First, the Z-trip of each is the same as one of the Sedenion's, hence these seven "Rule 0" trips can, once S is "downshifted" to its Sedenion twin's value, map directly to one of the zero-padded box-kites. Similarly, each strut is a "Rule 1" trip, serving as the (a, d, e) L-trip of a Pathion box-kite, with the same "downshifted" S.
Finally, the 3 Trefoil L-trips are just "Rule 2" transforms of the Z-trip (since this S = 8 acts on it as a minimal G). Z-trips in their own right, they also produce box-kites with "downshifted" S values -of the new "Type II." We thus have at least 7 · 3 = 21 of these in the Pathions. In fact, we have only these 21, derived from Trefoil L-trips of S = 8 box-kites; hence, the "add and switch" logic of Rule 2 should be central to their new typology. As is the case: exactly 2 of the 3 struts in a "Type II" have their orientations reversed, as mentioned above. Each Z-trip index of a "Type I" gives its strut-opposite Assessor's L-index when multiplied on the right by S, but 2 of the 3 "Type II" Zigzag's L-units form CPO struts when multiplied by S on the left.
We can visualize all this ( Figures 3 and 4 ) by adapting the commonplace "Fano plane" rendering of our XOR-based Octonion labeling scheme to different ends, a.k.a. the "PSL(2,7) Triangle" -for "projective special linear group of 7 lines in the plane," which cross in 7 places. This simplest nontrivial finite projective geometry has each line projectively equivalent to a circle -which, adapting standard convention, is how only the "Rule 0" Z-trip is drawn. The 3 lines through the central node join angles to midpoints, making "Rule 1" trips when the label in the center is a power of 2. The 3 sides then become the "Rule 2" trips, in the manner just discussed: the center is the Sedenion G, converted to a Pathion S.
The left of Figure 3 can be read as displaying the L-trips of the Sedenion boxkite with S = 4; one "inflates" the diagram by assuming the attaching of U-indices, by the L⊻X rule, to get a full box-kite, each side now turned into a bonafide Trefoil Sail, and the "Rule 0" L-trip "pumped up" into a Zigzag. The diagram at the right abstracts this via Assessor L-index lowercase coding conventions. The approach just sketched works for shorthanding box-kite structures for any 2 N -ions, N ≥ 4. Note the "CPO flow" along the 7 lines: the triangle's perimeter is naturally traversed in a clockwise motion, as is the "Rule 0" circle in the center, while flows along the struts move from midpoints, through S, to the angles. In the next two diagrams, the Sedenion Z-trip for S = 1 doubles as the Pathion Z-trip for one of the 7 S = 8 box-kites; then, one of its "Rule 2" sides is "inflated" on the right, to yield a Pathion S = 1 box-kite of "Type II." Note its flow reversals along the Z-trip's b-and c-based struts. In Theorem 7 of [1] , the parallel flows around the triangle's perimeter and central circle provided the implicit basis for proving the PSL(2,7) in question was a Type I box-kite. What we now call the Sedenion "brocade" compactly expresses the fact that, provided the node-to-node connections and flow patterns aren't changed, any node can be moved into the center to act as the strut constant, with the only substantive side-effect being the broad-based swapping of U-indices associated with each node.
Direct hand calculation makes it clear that Theorem 7 still holds for a Type II box-kite, as the flows remain parallel around the Triangle's perimeter and inscribed circle. A Type I twists to another Type I. A Type II, though, only twists to another Type II when the single strut with "proper" orientation (all of whose L-indices, in the Pathions, are Octonions) has one of its nodes swapped into the center (or, equivalently, provides the strut for the catamaran being twisted). For all other twistings, S > 8, and we have HBK's -tantamount to saying (albeit not in an obvious way) that the perimeter and circular flows no longer stay parallel.
In Theorem 15 of [3] , we proved that two L-and U-unit pairings which mutually zero-divide (share an edge as Assessors on a box-kite) no longer do so once S is augmented by a new high bit: this was the general case inspired by the empirical for-instances provided by the Pathions' ETs (for 8 < S < 16). Here, only 3 of the 7 box-kites for any such S prove to be Type I; the remaining 4 "reside in Hoboken."
Using the theorem just cited, each such S is just that of a Sedenion boxkite with the minimal new high-bit appended to it. This makes strut-opposite L-indices, whose XOR is S, have their difference augmented by 8 -which means the larger are U-indices of the Sedenion case. We can then take each Assessor in a Sedenion box-kite and treat it as a Pathion pair of L-index strut-opposites, effectively "exploding" one Assessor into two.
This implies each Sail can be "inflated" into its own Box-Kite, sharing one strut with each Box-Kite built, by the same logic, from each other Sedenion Sail. And, as the theorem will clearly apply similarly to each and every Sedenion edgecurrent, and hence all 4 of the L-trips, we can say each of the Sedenion L-trips does service as a Z-trip for an HBK. We call such quartets of Hoboken residents spandrels, after a term made famous in a paper by evolutionary theorists Steven J. Gould and Richard Lewontin [14] .
The deep appropriateness of this term will become apparent in the final section of this paper, when we consider the epistemological issues its usage was meant to address. A superficial aptness, though, is readily apprehended when we consider one of the secondary meanings of the term (and not the one Gould and Lewontin had in mind): among philatelists, the four roughly triangular regions between the perforated border and the inner oval containing, say, a president' face, comprise a postage stamp's spandrel. If you pinch diagonally opposite corners of such a stamp together, so that two meet above, and two below, the center of the stamp proper, the spandrel's triangles become Sails in a Box-Kite -a kind of corner-tocorner mapping of flows on a plane, by the way, from which the "projective plane" is derived.
What is clear is that each Sedenion box-kite "explodes" into one Pathion spandrel -28 HBK's in all. Simple arithmetic shows how this count dovetails with what was said above about Type II's: one can only twist to two other Type II's from a given one, their strut constants forming an Octonion trip with that we are starting with. All 4 other twists take one to Hoboken, where each box-kite has one all-Octonion L-trip inherited from its Sedenion box-kite of origin. Hence, its own S being larger than the prior G, it can be twisted to 3 different Type II's, hence 3 other HBK's. Ergo, there will be 3 Type II's for every 4 HBK's -or 21 for the 28 HBK's in the Pathions, as already calculated.
But there will also be 3 Type I's, each of whose BE strut comprises the Assessors whose L-indices are the former G and S of the Sedenion box-kite they "exploded" from. Further, each former strut now has its Vent and Zigzag L-indices appearing at a and d respectively (forming a Trefoil L-trip thereby with the old S at e), in one of the 3 new Pathion box-kites. These trios are the "sand mandalas" first reported on (and graphically rendered) in [15] , which we generalize to the general 2 N -ion case by redubbing them lowest-N examples of triptychs.
Described in this manner, triptychs may seem more concocted than natural. This is not so when viewed from a purely bit-twiddling vantage: when their ETs are examined, the "flip-book" sequence generated by integer increments of S between 8 and 16 shows "animation logic": four lines just off the picture frame, spanning the long diagonals' empty corners, form the 12-cell-long sides of a square including the corners, hence taking up the maximum 14 · 14 size that a Pathion ET allows. As S grows, these orthogonal pairs of parallels move one cell in from the perimeter with each increment, until, when S = 15, they form two-ply cross-hairs partitioning the ET into quarters (with the remaining 24 filled-in cells forming 6-cell-long diagonal spans connecting the vertical and horizontal ends of the cross).
This abstract cartoon or flip-book is drawn by a simple formula, the gist of Theorem 14 in [3] : using the vertical pipe for logical OR, and shorthanding the G of the 2 N−1 -ions as g,
Expanding slightly, if either the row or column labels or their XOR equal either g or S with the g-bit removed (i.e., the 2 N−1 -ion S, or s, for the pre-"exploded" Sedenion box-kite), only then will the cell be filled (and hence, will the Assessors with L-indices R and C mutually zero-divide).
As developed in the "Recipe Theory" of [3] , this formula can be generalized, by a simple analysis of S's bitstring, so that, for any strut constant greater than 8 and not a power of 2, one generates indefinitely extensible (hence, infinitedimensional) ET's: those for fixed S and increasing N overlay each other's values, row and column labels of the smaller becoming actual cell values of the larger, in a never-ending balloon ride sequence of nested skyboxes, the empty spaces of which approach a fractal Sky as limit case. In this sense, Recipe Theory is a pure Wolfram-style number theory, focused on the binary representations of integers rather than their quantities, hence according special status to the placeholding power of singleton bits (G values) -as opposed to traditional number theory, which concerns itself, above all else, with size -and hence, with primes.
Complementary to Theorem 15 of [3] , just cited above, is the Theorem 16 which immediately follows: while a box-kite's edges are turned off by augmenting its S with a new leftmost bit (and necessarily left-shifting its G-bit if this new S exceeds it), performing a second such augmenting results in a box-kite which is once again "turned on."
We have, then, in addition to the "(s, g) modularity" first put in evidence with our sand-mandala formula, a process of "hide/fill involution": its repeated application produces spandrels from proper box-kites; quartets of higher-N proper box-kites from each HBK in each such spandrel; quartets of higher-N spandrels from each of these; and so on, ad infinitum. And, we also have a unique link between any proper 2 N -ion box-kite and "loading zones" we call cowbird's nests of 8-D, Octonion-copy spaces completely free of ZD's (one per 2 N+1 -ion spandrel). These provide the basis for a sort of "storage space" or memory, to be searched and accessed by ZD-navigating protocols.
The algorithmic theory of what is essentially a novel variety of database architecture will be the subject of upcoming papers. An attempt to make its broad contours palpable will be the aim of this paper's final pages. In the last paragraphs of this section, we will forego formal proofs of our results for all N, and focus instead on concrete displays of what we've just claimed up through the Chingons' 64-D. This was the necessary and sufficient dimensionality for all the proofs of [2] and [3] , and will likely be all we need for demonstrating the universality of the patterns just claimed. Yet their intricacy is such that we cannot exclude the possibility of new phenomena that might supplement those already indicated in unanticipated ways; hence, we will be content to limn concrete calculations, and trust that their generalization will prove unproblematic.
Certain universal features of spandrels, however, can be stated now. For the HBK deriving from a Type I box-kite's Zigzag, the trips along all 3 struts are flipped: if (z, S, v) is CPO, then Rule 2 says replacing S with X by exploding the Type I's Assessors will reverse orientations. Similarly, flows along edges will also reverse: if the Z-trip flows clockwise, perimeter tracings now run counterclockwise. For the 3 HBK's derived from the Type I's Trefoil Sails, we recall a crucial fact from earlier work, termed "trip-sync": in the Zigzag only, the 4 Quaternion copies (a, b, c); (a, B,C); (A, b,C); (A, B, c) -the L-trip and its 3 allied U-tripsall flow similarly, meaning an orientation observer would fail to detect "slippage" between high-and low-index units at any of the Sail's Assessors. For Trefoils, similarly derived quartets of Q-copies only allow such "slippage" between a Sail's L-trip and the single U-trip that shares its L-index unit with the Zigzag. Hence, the 3 Trefoil-derived HBK's in any spandrel will have just one strut-and-edge pairing reversed -and a different one in each case. (And each of these consists of a "T": the reversed strut flows from an angle to the midpoint of the likewise flow-flipped side-trip.)
All told, then, if none or two of the struts are reversed, we have "proper" box-kites, of Types I and II respectively; if all or one, we have Zigzag or Trefoil HBK's in that order. (Which ought to exhaust all possibilities, and most definitely does so up through 64-D; however, until a proof be provided, it is conceivable that somewhere in higher dimensions, some unexpected combination of strut and edge reversals might exist, some of which can already be excluded as being equivalents of things already seen: swapping 2 L-trip nodes from the circle to an edge in the different cases eliminates a few of these immediately. Such a proof is likely quite simple, but we haven't had the time or motivation to consider one just yet. Ditto, for the apparently general fact that Type I and II box-kites of same S and N, and with Z-trips transforming into each other by Rule 2, explode into the same Spandrel, but with some labelings reversed where the mappings of L-trips to HBK's are concerned.) Now let us briefly consider cases. To make the above arguments explicit, we frame our exhibition on the simplest situation: start with the S = 1 box-kite in the Sedenions, then add G-bits to the left. This will take us to the S = 9 and S = 25 ET's of the Pathions and Chingons respectively. Such instantiating is readily generalized, since each spectral band of 8 consecutive S values (powers of 2 excluded) obeys the same "hide/fill" logic: like the 7 sand-mandala ET's in the Pathions, there is an animation-like impetus connecting each to each, and all have precisely the same number of proper and hidden box-kites. For those who like to read the libretto at the opera, the graphics corresponding to the cases just mentioned, in the order just given, can be found on Slides 16, 25, and 48 of [9] .
Our "starter kit" has Z-trip (3, 6, 5); using the earlier brocade table, or other tabulations in prior papers, we can expand this into this listing of strut-opposite Assessors stacked on top of each other, with (a, b, c) read left to right, and Zigzag Assessors (z, Z) atop the (v,V ) Vents: Next, we collapse tabulation slightly further to fit more numbers. For each Ltrip of the above, we get HBK's by "explosion," all with S = 9, X = 25, G = 16, as follows: Comparing the two above tables makes some of the abstract points raised above quite palpable: for all 3 Zigzag Assessors, the Sedenion (z, Z) splits into a strut-opposite (z, v) pair in the Pathions; one gets the new Z by simply adding 16 to old values; the new V , meanwhile, is obtained by adding 16 to the old a. The Z-trips listed beneath the column heads in the lower table are simply the Z-and L-trips of the Sedenion box-kite in question. But on this last point, the simple extrapolations one might expect (e.g., adding 32 instead of 16) once moving up to 64-D are not quite so obvious: which of the four L-trips of the Pathion HDK will become the Zigzag of the Chingon proper box kite? And, will it be Type I or Type II?
We note that there is no obvious pat answer to either question: on the first, the simplest route is to check the Chingon ET for S = 25, plugging in possible R and C pairs to see if the resulting in-cell P values are unmarked in both cases. (For reasons discussed in [2] , this is the tell-tale method for telling whether an L-trip is a Zigzag or not.) Contrary to what we see above, the L-trip inherited from the pre-exploded box-kite does not automatically become the basis for a Zigzag.
Consider, for instance, the rightmost column's HBK above: while its own Ztrip is the inherited (e, f , c) , its own four L-trips, in the same order as the columnheading labels above, read thus: (2, 5, 7); (2, 14, 12); (14, 5, 11); (12, 11, 7) . But when we use these to "explode" new box-kites, we find that not only must we "re-reverse" the order of some terms -the third needs 5 and 15 to switch places, and the fourth needs the 7 to be rotated into the a position. More than this, not even the (a, b, c) The level of detail at which such questions reside is not of pressing interest to us here. Far more engaging is something we see (if we know what to look for) in the leftmost column of the table just given. The Zigzag of the Pathion HBK built from the Sedenion Zigzag has some special aspects to it: when all 6 L-and Uindices are treated as a set, to which X and the Real unit are appended, we find that not only are the HBK's edges bereft of ZD currents; this 8-D ensemble shows no ZD currents anywhere within it, no matter how you twist it. This is a pure Octonion copy: the four Q-copies involving L-and U-units along the Zigzag's edges are ZD-free, as are the 3 trips involving X with the Uand L-indices of each Zigzag Assessor in turn. Such an ensemble, found only and always in the Zigzags of (a, b, c) HDK's up through 64-D, is a cowbird's nest.
Cowbirds famously lay their eggs in other birds' nests. As a verb, "cowbirding" was how some object-oriented programmers at the old Lotus Development Corporation described the placing of methods or structures in abandoned object slots, when creating new slots proved inconvenient or disallowed. The cowbird's nest we're talking about permits injecting of data from outside the current system of indexed units, directly into it from another such system: for once we have an indefinite number of Octonion copies (one per each Type I box-kite), we have an indefinite number of sites from which to restart CDP. All we need do is map the indices of the units in a given nest (3, 6, 5, 26, 31, 28, plus X = 25 and 0 for the Reals) to the usual "starter kit" (of 0 through 7, with X mapping most readily to 4). But we could map them to any other "kit" that seemed convenient: in rough analogy to 3-D protein folding, we could even envision some box-kite in a faroff corner of the same ET we started with being the "plug-in" candidate. All of which suggests, to paraphrase Wolfram's catch-phrase, algorithmic opportunities exceeding the built-in givens of our "new kind of Number Theory."
What we need next: a grasp of dynamic processes sufficient to permit us to think "database structures" in the general ZD context -processes that drive or enable our flip-books, balloon-rides, explosions. Elsewhere (see pp. 139-40 of [1] , and Sections 2 and 3 of [17] ), we have deployed ZD tools to represent key objects of semiotics -e.g., using the correspondence between the 4-unit pattern of strut-opposite Assessors and Jean Petitot's 4-control Butterfly Catastrophe rendering of Algirdas Greimas' "Semiotic Square." [4] But Petitot also provides a more complex, Double Cusp Catastrophe, model of the primary tool used by structural mythologist Claude Lévi-Strauss: the "canonical law of myths." [5] "Cowbirding" as described here is synonymous with a term made famous by Lévi-Strauss in The Savage Mind, then disseminated by his colleague François Jacob [18] among evolutionary biologists. Bricolage, per the anthropologist, is what a rural jack-ofall-trades or "Mr. Fixit" (translated as a "tinkerer" in Jacob's piece) performs.
The significant images of myth, the materials of the brico-leur, are elements which can be defined by two criteria: they have had a use, as words in a piece of discourse which mythical thought 'detaches' in the same way as a bricoleur, in the course of repairing them, detaches the cogwheels of an old alarm clock; and they can be used again either for the same purpose or for a different one if they are at all diverted from their previous function. [19, p. 35] Like MacGyver, the Swiss army knife and duct-tape-toting protagonist of the eponymous TV series, the bricoleur, bereft of a specialized collection of high-tech tools, employs odds and ends he finds at hand, solving seemingly unrelated problems of the moment in unconventional ways. (In the famous "Bushman" episode, for instance, MacGyver patches up a vehicle's radiator by cracking an egg into it.) This is one among many ways of describing evolution as driven by suboptimal solution-finding, or "satisficing," wherein Darwinian selection functions as a broad survival filter that admits any structure that has sufficient integrity to persist. Given this point of view, the focus of analysis is no longer on traits but rather on organismic patterns via their life history.
[This] is evolution as bricolage, the putting together of parts and items in complicated arrays, not because they fulfill some ideal design but simply because they are possible. Here the evolutionary problem is no longer how to force a precise trajectory by the requirements of optimal fitness; it is, rather, how to prune the multiplicity of viable trajectories that exist at any given point. [20, p. 196] 3 Designing MUSE (Metafractal Umbilic Search Engine)
While a favorite alleged "proof" of Intelligent Design among its adherents is the amazingly sophisticated "outboard motor" that is the bacterial flagellum, such exemplary instances seem less than miraculous when seen as resulting from "cowbirding": start with the syringe-like toxin-injection system already extant in other microbes, and assume it became the site for adaptations aimed at other purposes. It seems even less in need of divine intervention to explain it, when we consider that syringe-like mechanisms are fairly straightforward instantiations of a profoundly fundamental (and universal) "design pattern": the Elliptic Umbilic (EU), one of the seven items in René Thom's famous "short list" of "elementary catastrophes." It, in turn, is embedded in higher-order, more complicated models -by mathematical necessity, as it turns out. We'll see it can also provide the basis for enlisting the services of an arbitrary Zigzag as an "umbilic search engine," in a "triadic database" context (aimed at Semantic Web modeling) due to Edward L. Robertson. [10] Having already introduced his work in the last pages of [3] , we will shamelessly cowbird his framework herein. We've all seen how flashlight beams or lamp-shade shadows intersect with walls to create different geometric patterns: depending upon the angle of aim, we see contours defined by standard conic sections, with two broad zones of hyperbolas and ellipses, and a single angular value giving their mathematical mediator, the parabola. Within differential topology, this everyday fact from projective geometry can underwrite far more subtle phenomena involving curvature and morphogenesis: the Catastrophist's Umbilics, for instance.
Appreciated as a Complex form symbolized as D 4 by singularity theorists, the projection into Real space induces a split -like Ovid's androgyne in his Metamorphoses -into male and female halves (the yang and yin of a tension/release dialec-tic), distinguished by prefixing the D's subscript with a minus or plus sign respectively. The Eve to the EU's Adam is known as the Hyperbolic Umbilic (HU). Both have 3 controls, manifesting as variable coefficients attaching to monomial "harmonics" of 2 behaviors: the x and y of the latter are readily referred, where sexual-tension modeling is concerned, to the timeless conundrum of sexfor-pleasure vs. sex-for-procreation. Their abstract patterns are conjoined in the Real-number-based world when one further control is appended, yielding up the gametic-exchange-with-spatial-transport contours of Thom's "reproduction loop," whose possibilities come to light in the subscript-5 instance of the infinite Umbilic or D series: the Parabolic Umbilic (PU). [21, p. 99] This form, in its turn, serves as universal regulator of phenomena of "threshold stabilization," as when water is poured from a pitcher into a tub (or, more obviously catastrophic, when the parabolic force law governing gravity prevents water being pumped readily from below some thirty feet, or when you must suck on the end of a tube to start siphoning). But this form, in turn, is "non-compact," meaning not intrinsically persistent: to attain closure, hence stability, it must be embedded in unfoldings of the singularity called E 6 -governing, say, the resolution of an anorexic's potentially fatal binge/purge dynamics by the therapeutic intervention of a suggestion-planting hypnotist, per a famous model by James Callahan [22] , [23] -and then, finally, contained within the Double Cusp, which Petitot invokes to model the "canonical law of myths." [5] All the forms just cited will in fact be referenced explicitly as we build our "representation theory" of nonlinear processes via ZD's. Combined with the one-behavior, bucket-brigade-like Cuspoids which form the backbone of Petitot's "Semiotic Square" investigations, we will be able to sketch out a sense of the "new kind of database architecture" portended earlier. We can start by disarming apprehensions about the A, D, E business: we've already seen similar letter-codes, with G 2 and E 8 in relation to Moreno's pioneering results on zero-divisors in the Sedenions. Known as Dynkin diagrams to physicists, and Coxeter diagrams to mathematicians studying finite reflection groups (where they catalog all possible n-dimensional kaleidoscopes), it took a singularity theorist to see the same scheme underwrote Thom's list of Catastrophes (and in fact encoded many more such forms, in more than 4 dimensions, than Thom himself had considered). [24] Indeed, to use Arnol'd's own term for it, the "ubiquity of A D E classifications" soon was seen as a profound problem in its own right, as virtually all finite classification schemes in mathematics were soon found to relate to it. For our purposes, though, the most revealing such scheme is that due to John McKay, who related A D E specifically to the geometries of Plato's Timaeus.
The infinite A n series embodies all possible regular polygons, where the subscript indicates the power of a behavior x whose complex roots are of interest to us (which roots, by de Moivre's Theorem we all learned in high school, form the vertices of a regular (n + 1)-gon on the unit circle in the Complex plane). The A n catastrophe is simply x n+1 + ∑ a i · x i , i ranging from 1 to n − 1, with the a i variables operating on x n 's derivatives being the controls. (n − 1, because -as the first equation-theorists in the Renaissance quickly figured out -you can always do a transformation of variables in any cubic or higher equation that gets rid of the x n term.) In behavior space, its "maximal unfolding" is just a truncated wave, with alternating "tails" and parabola "pockets"; the interesting problems come from studying the geometry implicit in working the controls over the behavior space: a degenerate singularity (all controls set to zero) can be "unfolded" by working them, from just a point to one or more stable minima or "pockets" (separated by unstable maxima or "hilltops"), with Petitot's A 6 Butterfly capable of chaining up to 3. This lends itself to modeling primitive "gift" morphology: A gives B to C, or withdraws the offer and reassimilates its contents, or keeps it "under wraps" to begin with, or ... Which brings us back to Greimas' "Semiotic Square."
While one can find many instantiations of this "atom of meaningfulness" in Greimas and Petitot's works, the most straightforward would implicitly demonstrate its crucial difference from Boolean binary logic like this: across the horizontals at the top and bottom of the box, write "True" and "False"; along left and right verticals, put "Secret" and "Lie." Label the nodes at top left and bottom right "Being" and "Non-Being," and refer to the diagonal as the schema for immanence; those at top and bottom of the other diagonal, regulating manifestation, are labeled "Seeming" and "Non-Seeming" respectively. (For a detailed discussion, see Section 3.7 of [4] ). This provides the fundamental framework for contemplating verediction, which plays a key role in the contractual component of narratives. The exposure of the villain transforms "Lie" into "False" at the turning point in countless fairy tales, where the threat to the true order of things is finally rejected (typically, at the last possible moment). In stories like Cinderella, the narrative is propelled by the inevitability of transforming the "Secret" into the "True": it is the possessor of the secret of the glass slipper, not one of her evil step-sisters, who rightly wins Prince Charming's heart.
The three kinds of lines relate to Roman Jakobson's three kinds of "binary opposition" in his groundbreaking studies of phonemics, at the basis of all later structuralist set-ups, including that of Lévi-Strauss. The diagonals clearly relate to Jakobson's "privation": e.g., the plosive 'p' differs from 'b' solely by its absence of voicing. In our rewrite of Petitot's model, diagonals are where G is XOR'd with a lower-or upper-case letter, connecting the indices of units in strut-opposite Assessors. The horizontals are sites of contrariety -a 2-control competition between 2 warring parties in Catastrophe terms (or a pair of "sememes" forced into relationship from the semiotician's vantage). They generate the synchronous and anti-synchronous diagonals in the Assessor planes of interest in our model. The verticals, meanwhile, are associated with implication. And, as the examples given at the end of last paragraph suggest, it is the transformations of competitive dynamics, deployed on horizontals, into orders of implication along verticals, that open the door to higher-order models.
But this is, in essence, equivalent to two things we've already seen: within our apparatus, we have the "explosion" process, where two terms linked as units of the same Assessor are recast as strut-opposites. And (obviously allied with this), we also have the workings of "spandrel thinking," as Gould and Lewontin explain it. For spandrels exists not only on postage stamps, but in the quartet of more or less triangular spaces you find where dome-supporting arches cross in front of cathedral naves. And spandrels became favorite sites for mosaic and painterly expression -so much so, that one who was architecturally naive might think the archways' intersection pattern was concocted to facilitate the production of such spaces. But in fact, they are the happy side-effect of the architecture; the evolution of architectural design selected for crossed arches, not the spandrels that rode on their coattails. Their point, then, was that many evolutionary arguments assume selection pressures are at work evolving spandrel-like attributes -or, in Greimas' argot, that presuppositions (the verticals on the Square) can in fact be seen as fighting for survival (along the Square's horizontals).
Such a cart-before-horse flipflop is endemic, of course, in any explanatory enterprise. What we claim here is our toolkit suffices to model (and hence, support the parsing and resolving of) conundra of this sort... and also to allow for contexts wherein spandrels, by cowbird logic, become sites for future adaptations (hence, selection pressures) in their own right.
How to relate all this to our Umbilic Search Engine conceit? Greimas himself provides the key clue: in his "analytic dictionary" (the closest thing he provided to a complete theory), the entry for Semiotic Square indicates he senses an affinity between it and the 4-element Klein Group. [25] The nature of such a connection seems hard to ferret out from Petitot's view, but it is a natural side-effect of using strut-opposite quartets to model the Square, since their "abstract class" (itself containing no zero divisors) is obtained by simply setting the index of either of the two L-units to 0, yielding up G itself as its diagonally opposite term, S as its vertical counterpart, and hence G + S = X as its horizon-line partner. These, of course, determine a Quaternion copy; but, as signing is irrelevant in this context, one must be precise and say they determine the Quaternions' quotient group, which is in fact the Klein Group.
This provides a clue to other things, too, since this simplest non-cyclical group is also cited as bearing some key relationship to the canonical law of myths by Lévi-Strauss. In his case, though, he indicates it is the chaining of such groups that is most pertinent, as his concern is how to study, not "atoms" of meaning, but networks of connections among hundreds of myths and their contexts. This leads to tracing the maximal analog of Sails and Catamarans to be found in a box-kite, which we call the Bicycle Chain, displayed -along with the text from Lévi-Strauss that inspired its name -next. [M]yths or variants of myths were arranged like Klein groups including a theme, the contrary of the theme and their opposites. This gave sets of interlocking four-term structures, retaining a relationship of homology with each other... But we also saw that these groups were not independent of each other, that none was self-sufficient as an entity in its own right, as it would appear to be if it could be envisaged from a purely formal angle. Actually, the ordered series of the variants does not return to the initial term after running through the first cycle of four: as through an effect of slippage, or more accurately through an action comparable to that of the gear-change of a bicycle, the logical chain is jolted loose and engages with the initial term of the immediately following interlocking group, and the process is re-peated through to the end.... Transformations of this kind constitute the basis of all semiology. [26, pp. 649-650] As elaborated on prior occasions, lanyards are to zero-divisors what groups are to less peculiar things: one determines the "rotation group," say, of some geometric solid, by seeing how many ways you can move its various faces into the same viewing position without being able to notice any difference; a lanyard is a tracing of pathways along edges of box-kites or their ensembles which gives a zero resultant with each passage, and further avoids re-using any diagonal lines in generating its null products. With an even number of Assessors involved, the Bicycle Chain splits the 24 two-way-street flows along a box-kite into two sets of 12, which one could easily imagine jumping between. (Likewise, the Catamaran is really two distinct 4-cycle lanyards, each of which only employs one of the two diagonals at each Assessor.) This gives us, by the way, another clue about building an Umbilic Search Engine: for the Quaternions bear a relation to a 24-unit structure exactly analogous to that between E 8 and the "unit Octonions," save for the fact that the latter's general non-associativity means they comprise the elements of a multiplicative loop, not a group ... and this structure is a well-known instance of D 4 . (The 4 signed axes of any Q-copy obviously give us 8 points at unit distance from the coordinate system's origin; but likewise for the square roots of half the sums of all four units, which sum of course has absolute value 1, and which can be signed 2 4 = 16 ways under the radical sign, thereby giving us the remaining elements.)
One more word about Klein Groups visà vis box-kites: much of the same information conveyed by the latter (but not brocades so readily) can be condensed from an octahedral to tetrahedral representation: get rid of the vents, then treat the 3 sets of opposite edges (each now playing the part of an Assessor) as the struts. Redrawn thus, the symmetries fall into two types: one can place one of the 4 triangular faces on a table top and rotate through one third of a circle, forming the 3-element cyclical group; or, one can flip along any of the 3 lines joining medians of opposite edges -and this collection of 3 involutions, combined with the identity element, forms a Klein Group. Now, suppose each of the 3 struts in our usual box-kite picture be treated as a control axis. If we start with Petitot's approach, we would find this odd, since his rendering of the Semiotic Square maps each of the units in a strut-opposite ensemble to the Butterfly's 4 controls, with the strut itself embodying the singleton axis of behavior. This transformation of a behavior variable into a control is the fundamental move in the canonical law of myths -a point made explicitly, on many occasions, by Lévi-Strauss, who variously describes it as the transformation of a term into a relation, a function into a symbol, or a metaphor into a metonymy (rhetorician's argot for substituting a cause for an effect, up to Aristotle's notion of same: viz., material for efficient, formal for final, etc.). [27] Petitot is at pains to incorporate such a movement in his own model of the anthropologist's model, which at least implicitly justifies his choice of the Double Cusp to build it with. The justification, though, was made quite explicit over three decades ago in one of René Thom's most famous papers, on the global dynamics of vertebrate morphogenesis: the Double Cusp, unlike its 7 "elementary" brethren, is generated by a special kind of singularity -one entailing a composed map. "The motivation for introducing such singularities," he observed, "is quite clear." If we first suppose a Catastrophe operates on a tissue defined by some behavior x, and unfolded by the workings (via chemistry or other means) of some controls u i , we may assume two things: first, that the controls don't affect the local metabolism initially; second, that "this unstable indifferent situation may not last very long, and these external parameters may enter as internal parameters of a second catastrophe." Simulating such a two-step process "requires a new mathematical theory," which his elaborate Double Cusp arguments aimed to initiate.
And, perhaps most critically for understanding what Lévi-Strauss is all about, he further notes that "Here the effect of the past history of the system enters into play." [28, pp. 7-8] And here, we note that, in his very first formulation of his canonical law of myths, Lévi-Strauss compared it to the connection between the two distinct episodes of trauma -"(and not one, as is so commonly said)" -which Freud's theory said were necessary "in order to generate the individual myth in which a neurosis consists": an initiating event during childhood innocence, and some trigger in adult life that would paint the former's memory with negative affects of shame or fear or the like if allowed to penetrate consciousness without distortion. [29, p. 225] One of the few works cited as a seminal influence by Thom and Lévi-Strauss both is D'Arcy Wentworth Thompson's On Growth and Form, and here, in his discussion of hexagonal cell-packing in honeycombs, he notes the generality of such patterning in nature, giving the following as a "curious corollary" in a footnote to his main discussion:
A circle surrounded by six similar circles, the whole bounded by a circle of three times the radius of the original one, forms a unit, so to speak, next in order after the circle itself. A round pea or grain of shot will pass through a hole of its own size; but peas or shot will not run out of a vessel through a hole less than three times their own diameter. There can be no freedom of motion among the closepacked grains when confronted by a smaller orifice. [30, p. 104] This "puncture and squirt" catastrophe is precisely the Elliptic Umbilic, as it manifests in fluid dynamics -and Thompson even flags its key geometric feature, as the cross-section of the instantaneously emitted stream is a hypocycloid of three cusps. This is the classical figure traced by a point on a circle as it rolls along the inside of another with thrice its diameter. As with a flashlight beam, the fluid stream emanates conically. The "control space" of the EU has, thereby, the shape of a cone with cross-section a curvilinear triangle. And, while coordinate transformations allow the equation of the universal unfolding to be written in numerous ways, the most commonplace way is to append to the "germ" (the all-controls-setto-zero degenerate condition equivalent to x n for Cuspoids, the classic "monkey saddle" expression x 3 − 3xy 2 ) 3 control terms u, v, w, two of which are the simplest possible Cuspoid terms in two behaviors -u · x and v · y -with the third operating on the simplest possible ellipse: w · (x 2 + y 2 ). Figure 6 : Elliptic Umbilic's 3 "conical controllers", and the hypocycloid crosssection for some non-zero w value. In Complex coordinates, this latter has the form 2e iθ +e −2iθ . Entirely expressed in Complex coordinates, the unfolding splits into two Real forms: the EU, when all 3 roots are real; the HU, when 1 is real and the other 2 are complex conjugates.
The "non-compact" nature of the EU is self-evident: it is at once immediately manifest in fluidic emission (whence the aforementioned "maleness" of ejaculatory release) ... hence instantly erased from view by the instability of the jet it propagates. As Thompson illustrates, though, Nature often finds ways to "compact" its display, as in the shapes of ram's horns (or even, says Thom, in all spiky processes, like hairs and quills). Within the domain of fluid dynamics, experiments by Berry and Mackley realized the EU to near perfection with a system of six rollers, circularly arrayed in an alternating pattern of clockwise and counterclockwise motions. Three motors driving pairs of oppositely turning rollers combined to generate the two planar cross-section controls , with addition of a polymer to the mix providing a third "viscosity controller." [31, Chapter 7] Such a setup readily suggests the system of six diagonal lines of ZDs, of alternating orientation, whose sequential pairing to "make zero" is a hallmark of Zigzag "flow." Add in two other allied features, though, and algorithmic methods of "representing" the EU and its HU partner begin to seriously suggest themselves.
A standard Cusp comprises the competition between two actors, one of whom "captures" the other, with surprising turnabouts and sudden changes already prescripted (e.g., the retreating rat who jumps at the cat when cornered -when the "survival instinct" control, say, overwhelms that governing fear). When the behavior axis is inverted, we get a Dual Cusp: as with a pan balance in a goldsmith's shop, the desired outcome occurs when two oscillating weights come into equilibrium: there is, then, but one stable minimum, replacing a lack of any. The 3 cusps of an EU cross-section surround just such a dual form -just as the 3 edge-currents of the Zigzag comprise "balance-pan" actions: recall that a zero product made by two Assessors in a Sail is actually composed of equal and opposite copies of either diagonal of the third:
for instance. This suggests a first step toward an algorithmic theory: we can frame "edge-currents" as in fact potentially recursive invocations of one or the other branching possibility toward a third Assessors' diagonals -a sort of "paircreation" machine. We have, then, the rudiments of a generalizable NFA setup, where the acronym stands for "non-deterministic finite automaton." A standard text on computation theory puts it this way: Suppose we are running an NFA on an input string and come to a state with multiple ways to proceed. For example, say that we are in state q 1 in NFA N1 and that the next input symbol is a 1. After reading that symbol, the machine splits into multiple copies of itself and follows all the possibilities in parallel. Each copy of the machine takes one of the possible ways to proceed and continues as before. If there are subsequent choices, the machine splits again. If the next input symbol doesn't appear on any of the arrows exiting the state occupied by a copy of the machine, that copy of the machine dies, along with the branch of the computation associated with it. Finally, if any one of these copies of the machine is in an accept state at the end of the input, the NFA accepts the input string. [32, p. 48] "Accept" or "deny" (1 or 0) could mean which end of the EU cone to access: for one end is stable (the dual-cusp minimum -foodstuff put in the mouth, for instance), while the other is not (excretion after digestion: EU as "alimentary tube" prototype, with any number of metabolic steps intervening along the traversed length of the cone). And recall, too, how such a "1 or 0" option can be inferred from the trip-sync structure of the Q-copies in the Zigag vs. those in the Trefoils. While confined to the Zigzag, circuitings of the L-trip as well as the 3 U-trips are indistinguishable, hence "slippage" betwixt upper-and lower-case bits can be deemed unobservable, as all 4 share identical orientations. But any circuiting lacing its way from a Zigzag Assessor to a Trefoil will enter into a context wherein all circuits involving the non-Zigzag L-unit will undergo sudden "orientation reversals" -an observable event which might toggle the accept/deny "Dual Cusp" bit.
Now note how the Zigzag has all three edges marked " [-] " while those of any of the three Trefoils have but one such edge: assume, then, a programmatic context wherein " [-] " signified real root, while "[+]" indicates imaginary (coming in complex-conjugate pairs, remember) and we can conjure up numerous ways to programmatically transition from EU to HU dynamics as we move into and out of the Zigzag. This is further reinforced when we consider what we've suggested thinking of as their associated storage areas: in the spandrel uniquely allied with a Type I box-kite, the HBK's "exploded" from the latter's Z-trip and 3 Trefoil L-trips respectively reverse all three strut-and-edge "T"'s, or just one (and each of the three "T"'s one time only among these L-trip-based HBK's).
The reader is here directed to the last few pages of [3] , where the discussion of Robertson's triadic database logic calls for cowbirding into the apparatus just imagined. Rather than repeat ourselves, we would like to move on from the infinite series of dihedral groups -which, within the McKay Correspondence, is what the D n can be taken to embody (i.e., (n − 1)-gons with a mirror -in the EU's case, in the w = 0 plane) -to the meat of the Platonic analogy: the finite series beginning with E 6 , the impetus for which is the self-dual geometric object called the tetrahedron. E 7 is not self-dual, because the centers of a cube's faces determine the vertices of its dual Platonic, the octahedron, and its structure devolves upon their shared symmetry. Ditto for series-ender E 8 , based upon the duality of dodeca-and icosa-hedra: its germ x 3 + y 5 clearly encodes the meeting of 3 pentagons (else 5 triangles) at each vertex.
We observed, in our earlier discussion of Royal Hunt diagrams, that twist products confined to Type I box-kites (and actually, even more generally) obey 3-cycles: S values for the box-kites in such a brocade can in fact be placed on their own PSL(2,7), one which also calls for extra color-coding to indicate which struts were twist-generators. We suggest they can, when warranted by algorithmic necessities, be packaged in triptychs associated with one of their explosions. This mode of bundling we dub suppletion, a term familiar to linguists and grammarians, and suggested by the happy accident that the shared strut of the 3 box-kites in our sand mandalas is always marked by the letters "BE":
Suppletion arises from a merger of two verbs. Old English, spoken from about 400 to 1100, had three verbs for be: beon, esan, and wesan. In the Middle English period (1100-1450) they merged into one verb. As in a corporate merger, in a linguistic merger workers scramble to fill a smaller number of positions, because a verb generally permits only one form in every slot in its conjugation. Beon supplied the base form be; esan supplied am,is, and are; wesan supplied was and were. [33, p. 58] Such bundling is multiply motivated. Explaining the different threads of rationale behind it will bring us to the brink of concluding our argument. Let us start with three quick points. First, Thompson's argument was based on the hexagonal close-packing of little spheres at the point of their escaping from their cylinder, where dynamics (as with surface tension) are planar in the small. But we know that closest-packing in 3D involves 12, not 6, spheres in propinquity (numbers derived, by the way, from A 3 and A 2 respectively). More generally, sphere-packing is the basis, in Shannon-Weaver information theory, of self-correcting error codes, optimal modem design (where the packing of N-dimensional spheres is required for chunk sizes of N bits), and much else, with "packing numbers" directly related to A D E: the 24 unit quaternions in fact define the 4D packing; D 5 gives us 5D's 40 ... and the count in 6 dimensions, 72, also the number of edges in the 3-boxkite ensembles of sand mandalas and higher triptychs, is provided by E 6 . E 6 , as Lie algebraists and physicists well know, famously displays "triality": that is, it naturally partitions into 3 D 4 subalgebras, like our trio of box-kites, each with 24 diagonals replete with ZDs, all sharing the "BE" strut (but not, please note, any edges!).
Second point: a Catamaran naturally partitions into 3 differently S-valued twist-product pairings (hence, one of the 7 trips of strut-constant values in the multi-colored PSL(2,7), or "Twisted Sister," diagram implicated in the paragraph before the "suppletion" quote. (For those who like such pictures, a description and rendering can be found in [17] , further reproduced as Slide 20 of the Powerpoint file supplementary to this monograph, which can be found online among the NKS 2007 presentations [34] -along with considerably more detail about the canonical law, Semiotic Square, and other matters space didn't permit reiterating here.) And this amounts to saying that a Catamaran encodes, in a certain sense, a Double Cusp: its two struts can be treated, in fact, just as Petitot does, which suffices to embed them in such a two-behavior form.
The Double Cusp, indeed, not only contains among its numerous strata all the forms we've seen thus far; its manner of incorporating E 6 has two distinct expressions, both of which are germane to our current view on things. The two disjoint sets of four ZD diagonals forming a closed cycle of Catamaran perimeter tracings can be related to the astroid-shaped control space of the "generic section" of the Double Cusp, which Chris Zeeman famously realized in a readily made piece of cardboard-and-rubber-band machinery [35, . (Its allied behavior space is indicated by the handy little expression x 2 ± xy + y 2 , representing two orthogonal, mutually intersecting ellipses.) But this control space is, in its turn, the 2D projection of the critical edges of E 6 's privileged 3D object: a (rather curvilinear) tetrahedron. (Graphics of this projection from the so-called "Holy Grail" can be found in the final pages prior to the notes in [6] , along with the object we'll be referencing next, recapitulated in the aforesaid Powerpoint show on Slide 21.) A construct due to the highly influential catastrophist, Chris Zeeman, known as the Umbilic Bracelet [35, , has the same hypocycloidal crosssection as the EU, but with a twist -literally: one builds not a cone, but a cylinder on top of it, then gives it a one-third twist just prior to joining up its ends, so that the 3 cuspoidal seam-lines running through each hypocycloid slice in fact are parts of the same triply-covering closed curve. The skin of this bracelet is all D 5 seed-forms; points inside the skin are germs of EU's, those outside, of HU's, and those on the just-described seam-line comprise the E 6 stratum.
Third point: The germ of the Double Cusp is just x 4 +y 4 , the simple sum of the germs of two normal Cusps defined for two different behaviors. In Petitot's model, each Semiotic Square is a Butterfly, hence a 4-control Cuspoid, meaning each of the two orthogonal lines forming a Catamaran's diagonals has as germ some x or y raised to the sixth power. What, then, to make of the very special transformation induced by the twist itself, which acts upon both these lines, yet results in what would seem to still be a single-behavior line of its own? (It must be thus if our assumptions be consistent, because parallel sides of a Catamaran, at least when subsumed in Type I box-kites, twist to strut-opposite Assessors, and hence to a one-behavior Semiotic Square setup, just with a different S). The interpretations given in the last couple paragraphs make the different S a virtue, not a vice; so let us consider the odd way in which seemingly higher-order strata than we start with can be ferreted out of sufficiently complex Catastrophe manifolds.
What is the highest possible Cuspoid (hence, one-behavior Catastrophe) one can eke out of a Double Cusp? Answer [31, p. 323]: if we naively assume two more controls are required (and sufficient) to define the exchange of units which the twist itself executes, we get the germ x 8 , which "just happens" to be the maximal Cuspoid in question. More than this, the "double exchange" it effects marks just the place where Petitot's own tactics hit a wall. As he tells us in his most detailed discussion of his modeling approach, the "double transfer" -something we engage in whenever we trade a token for a train ride, or imply when we offer "a penny for your thoughts" -led him into amply illustrated explorations of the x 8 Cuspoid, but to no avail: "even if one makes use of the x 8 cuspoid, it is not possible to schematize the double transfer simply." [36, pp. 388-394] We assert that what he's missing is ZD apparatus to wrap his own in: twist products then make this x 8 "conundrum" seem trivial.
With proper tweaking (i.e., working with Complex variables) one can eke out two other maximal strata from the Double Cusp: as the shape of our box-kites suggests, E 7 (but not E 8 ) is "in there," and its 6 controls could be imagined somehow overseeing the Assessor planes on a one-on-one basis. D 6 is the highest of the D series we can squeeze in. Its fivefold symmetry led Arnol'd to make the surprising discovery that its projections down to lower dimensions could generate a set of 3D equivalents of Penrose tiles with which to create space-filling aperiodic tesellations -but we have, at present, no clear notions of how to exploit its possibilities in the ZD arena.
Fivefold symmetry, however, is clearly "in there," as a moment's reflection on our Royal Hunt diagrams should indicate: to make a detour round the one flow-reversed side placed conventionally at the top of the Catamaran's square, we can trace a 5-Assessor lanyard or Quincunx, going up to, then down from, the Sail-completing strut-bound Assessor, avoiding the reversal altogether. And in the same text where Arnol'd describes at length his work on the D 6 tiles, he expounds as well on the astonishing discovery of a "singularity with boundary," found by members of his school, based on the 120-element reflection group of the icosahedron. Given the Coxeter-Dynkin letter-code H 3 , it governs the generic problem of bypassing an obstacle in the plane. This discovery was not just astonishing because of its strange and unexpected beauty; even more unsettling was the fact that it recapitulated long-overlooked results found almost three centuries ago:
[T]he first textbook on analysis, written by l'Hôpital from the lectures of Johann Bernoulli, contains a representation of the manifold of the irregular orbits of the Coxeter group H 3 (generated by reflexions in the planes of symmetry of an icosahedron). This representation appears there not in connection with the group of symmetries of the icosahedron, but as a result of investigations of evolvents of plane curves with a point of inflection, investigations very close to those of Huygens (and possibly even carried out by him, although the first publication was apparently due to l'Hôpital). Illustrations appearing in recent works on the connection between the icosahedron and singularities of evolutes and evolvents and, it should be said, obtained by modern mathematicians not without difficulty and even with the help of computers, were already known at that time. [37, [8] [9] The boundary that this is a singularity with has 4 dimensions (and boundary singularities in general populate infinite series of B and C letter-codes, as well as the F4 and G2 singletons, in singularity theory: see, for instance, [38] , [39] ). The context of definition -15 dimensions, in two behavior variables, representing the lines joining midpoints of a dodecahedron's opposite edges, with the real unit's axis providing the identity element for their group -is the same size as the Sedenions. These, of course, have their own 4-D sense of a boundary, as first noted by Moreno: namely, the ZD-free subspace, instantiated in the (0, S, G, X) quartet shared by all box-kites with the same N and strut-constant. (The reader is invited to find where the "120" hides by counting edges among the various cycles one can elicit from the various Quincunx tracings among all 3 Catamarans. You are then asked to further consider the NFA possibilities for programming a box-kite's status as an obstacle or the opposite in the evolution of a search.)
The McKay Correspondence, now thoroughly strip-mined, is not the end of the story: while McKay, for instance, notes that Plato's Timaeus also speaks of three "primordial triangles" having some kind of logically prior status to the whole A D E apparatus, he says no more than this that is of use to us. But Arnol'd and his school have gone the extra mile: Dolgachev found families of higher-dimensional singularities derivable from the hyperbolic tesselations made familiar from M. C. Escher's drawings; and Plato's equilateral, isosceles right, and 30-60-90 triangles were singled out as well.
The quasihomogenous unimodular singularites are obtained from automorphic functions connected with 14 distinguished triangles on the Lobachevskii plane and three distinguished triangles on the Euclidean plane in precisely the same way as simple singularities are connected with regular polyhedra. [40, The keyword among those box-carred together at this quote's start is unimodular: modular singularites, unlike all the elementary species we've been treating, have one or more parameters, which turn them into infinite families of forms, one per parameter value. It is astonishingly easy to see how these work, in the cases of immediate interest: treat the angles of Plato's triangles as behavior variables, then create the germ of their unfolding by giving them their fractional parts of a semicircle as exponents. Using one among many alternate notations, this gives us these three "germinal equations" [41, 452] : T 3,3,3 = x 3 + y 3 + z 3 , controls at x, y, z, xy, yz, zx; parameter a at xyz with (a/3) 3 = −1.
T 2,4,4 = z 2 + x 4 + y 4 , controls at x, y, x 2 , xy, y 2 , x 2 y, xy 2 ; parameter a at x 2 y 2 with (a/2) 2 = +1.
T 2,3,6 = z 2 + x 3 + y 6 ; controls at x, y, xy, y 2 , x 2 y, xy 2 , y 3 , xy 3 , y 4 , xy 4 ; parameter a at x 2 y 2 with (a/3) 3 = −1/4.
But what does "parameter" mean? This, too, is easy to grasp, if we think aside for a moment. Rather than focusing on singularities directly, we look to the site of one of the first two places to get A D E treatment: Coxeter's work on finite reflection groups. In his magnum opus, Regular Polytopes, we find the clue we need in Chapter V, entitled "The Kaleidoscope." As he notes, the simplest is built from two mirrors set at a 60 o angle, and the group governing the reflections gives us (as every child who's played with one knows) the hexagonal symmetry we've already recognized to be the A 2 trademark. And, as the creator of the kaleidoscope, the great British scientist Sir David Brewster, noted and illustrated in his 1819 treatise on the subject, one can build three distinct kinds of prismatic kaleidoscopes, each from three mirrors, with the mirrors so placed in relation to each other as to frame a Timaeus triangle as cross-section. And here, as Brewster phrased it, we have polycentral kaleidoscopes: infinite honeycombs made of the appropriate triangle meet the viewer's eye, instead of the single center of sixfold symmetry that greets us with the most commonplace variety. This effect is what the parameter does. (For pictures and references, see [6] , 52-4.) But honeycombs of isosceles right triangles are things we've seen before: the Cesàro double-sweep fractal, limit-case of our "metafractal" Sky for, say, S = 15. How best search the infinite stack of ET's implicit in its building? What combinations of parameter-twiddling and (we strongly suspect) cellular automaton navigation will come into play?
Notice that the parameters of the second and third germinal equations are the same. They encode the first-known invariant of projective geometry, studied to great effect by the Renaissance artists and architects who invented perspective rendering. Now focus on the second equation overhead. Take four arbitrary lines in the plane, "arbitrary" implying they lie, as topologists would say, "in general position": infinitesimal nudging, that is, will guarantee that never more than two lines cross at any given point. In either real or complex spaces, the cross-ratioa number readily computed from the equations of four such lines -will prove invariant under all possible perspectival points of view (which is what makes GPS navigational systems possible). But four such lines, understood as equations a i · x + b i · y, 1 ≤ i ≤ 4, when multiplied together, yield up the monomials making up the Double Cusp controls. By a clever stratagem known as "Siersma's Trick" [31,162ff] , we can place the germ terms on the arms of Pascal's Triangle, throw away the constants associated with all its nodes and just put control-variable letters in their stead, and determine which controls will be operable by creating the rectangle (in this case, a rhombus) which contains all terms in the shadow cast by parallels to the Triangle's sides drawn through the terms just above the germs: for the Double Cusp, we get the list given for the T 2,4,4 germ, with the real unit at the apex, and the parameter dangling as a pendant below and opposite from it.
The Double Cusp has built-in bilateral symmetry (a feature exploited to great effect by Thom in [28] ). Suppose we take the four lines of ZD's comprising one of a Catamaran's 4-cycle lanyards, and consider a transform taking them to some other four lines in general position. We define, thereby, a map from a Double Cusp to the lanyard, and assume (bilateral symmetry) that the 4-D comprising the other such lanyard can be transformed so as to complete the 8-D of the non-real units in the Siersma's Trick rhombus. Can we map "commands," issued from our rhombic "control panel," hence employing the Ur-semantics of Thom's "archetypal nouns and verbs" instead of SQL or worse, to the various "twists" that take one between different-S box-kites within a brocade? Can we, that is, break free of field thinking entirely?
Fields are based on standard "squares rules": if the coefficients of the two units of a complex number are squares, and those of another by which its multiplied are as well, then their product will also have squares for its coefficients. Study of this miraculous pattern went hand in hand with the evolution of the Hurwitz Proof that killed off 2 N -ion studies for a century. [42, Chapter 1] Shorthanding this universal rule as (2, 2, 2), we can also cite "N-squares rules" for N = 4 and 8, governing the coefficients of Quaternions and Octonions. It is this law which breaks down when we reach the Sedenions: if we have 16 squares at each coefficient of two Sedenions being multiplied together, their product will require 32 squares! But there are many other, less symmetric, but equally valid, "squares rules," which perhaps can be used to create swamps instead of fields. The simplest is (3,5,7): a Quaternion with one axis set to zero, times another with an extra dimension, will yield a 7-squares resultant. This suggests an interesting way to map a standard 3-D vector space to the last true vector space, contained in Octonions and G 2 , mediated by some 5D universe of interest (the Parabolic Umbilic, perhaps). This is actually not so very different in spirit from the so-called "Hopf fibrations" that attempt similar mappings across the differently-dimensioned fields linked to the usual low-dimensional 2 N -ions, and these fibrations are of great interest to physicists and topologists. The strange question of last paragraph, if it can be answered, would sanction a hunt for swamp things: for its setup implicates one of the most interesting non-standard "squares rule" triples, (9, 16, 16) . And here's another that might have some nice surprises for us: (10, 10, 16) [42, 193ff] . And (of course) as always, there are others...
